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Distribution Statement A: Approved for public release. Distribution is unlimited.
SPM authority aligns with new construction oversight and responsibility

**Acquisition**
- PM
- PEO/PMS
  - 400D
  - 500
  - 377
  - 317

**Lifecycle**
- In-Service SPM
- SEA 21
  - 400F
  - 470

**Supporting Organizations**
- PARMs – NAVSEA, NAVAIR
- PARMs – PEO IWS, PEO C4I
- Shipbuilders and Repair Yards
- RMCs

**Fleet Customer**
- TYCOM

Distribution Statement A: Approved for public release. Distribution is unlimited.
PM must carefully balance cost, schedule, and performance tradeoffs to deliver ships...

...Decisions during acquisition can’t fully anticipate O&S requirements throughout 30-40 year service life
Open Architecture is critical to Surface Fleet Sustainment

Building Trust and Transparency is Critical
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And the Navy will continue to evolve to meet demands
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